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Oracle PLM Cloud enables companies to accelerate product innovation and
maximize product profitability by managing information, people, processes,
and decisions regarding their products throughout the product life cycle and
across the global product network.

There are three essential approaches in which Oracle PLM Cloud helps
companies lower their product expenses while notably shortening cycle
times. Additionally, increasing revenue and significantly reducing supply
chain risk. First, Oracle PLM Cloud allows companies to get their product data
under control – a single version of truth for all product information, including
design, manufacturing, and commercialization information. Second, it
optimizes and provides a secure collaboration along with end-to-end
business processes. It produces and uses that product information, ranging
from ideation and requirement management to product commercialization
and inspection processes. Third, its built-in enterprise-grade and real-time
analytics module gives companies an executive dashboard and robust
analytics to monitor results in real-time and make informed decisions.

An Introduction to
Oracle PLM Cloud 
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Moreover, Cloud PLM comes with a modern-looking, insightful,
and user-friendly interface that provides real-time links, infolets,
built-in data validation and data governance, accelerating
processes by providing better information and visibility. This
additionally empowers operations to see the effects of
forthcoming changes and hence mitigate potential risk.

Every aspect in the product development process is connected,
and all information is visible because of the integrated modules in
Oracle PLM Cloud such as Innovation Management, Product
Development, Quality Management, Product Master Data
Management, and Configurator Modeling.
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Innovation Management

Now let's take a detailed look into these modules.

Provides a platform to analyze ideas in an organized manner, to
make better decisions with accurate data and market success
analysis all in one place. After deciding the worth of investment,
Innovation Management helps design proposals, identify
requirements, and analyze portfolios.

Allows businesses to efficiently revamp their
processes, including items, BOMs and
change management. Through this platform,
you can simplify and accelerate product
development, no matter the size of your
business or nature of industry.

It lets the user identify quality issues,
communicate corrective actions, and finally,
the changes required to ensure the issue are
resolved. This ensures the quality of the
products, and in case of any problem, the
completion of a systematic procedure.

Ensures that accurate and consistent data is
available for sales, marketing, and supply
chain processes while keeping the item data
clean. An additional benefit is the ability to
consolidate several applications and systems
and integrate them into other ‘spoke’
systems like CAD and CRM. Every module in
Oracle PLM Cloud is connected and tied
together with the Product Data Hub.

Oracle Product Development 
Cloud (PD)

Product Data Hub

Quality Management
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Since everything is on the Cloud, it is accessible from
anywhere. This ensures all employees are connected and

up to date. This translates to higher productivity and rapid
company growth.

Now that we know how Oracle PLM works, let's move to the technical advantages of
using this system.

It guarantees the data is secure as all servers and operating systems are provided by
Oracle in Oracle-owned and operated sites, so the security of the data is never
compromised. In Oracle PLM Cloud, there is no system downtime as the production
and redundancy servers operate without any physical location constraints. This
ensures that the data is highly secure and available.

Moreover, PLM Cloud enables data availability with built-in business intelligence
(OTBI). For better analysis and reporting, it can create different charts, graphs and
extended subclassing. Not just that, OTBI enables improved access to enterprise
information.

Delighted end users lead to better productivity and better business. To help with this,
PLM Cloud enables a comfortable usage model for end-users (such as Mobile or No
touch IoT). Based on class and subclass, rules can be set for users too.

Leverage The Platform

Cloud Experience
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With increasing pressures to improve quality, productivity, and compress delivery
times, businesses need flexible PLM environments to quickly adapt to meet their
requirements. With time, PLM Cloud is becoming a more viable and accepted delivery
mechanism.

With Oracle PLM Cloud, there is a lot that businesses can do. From streamlining
operations, getting access to the inventory, and employing different BOMs for different
sites, having the integrations with a variety of tools (not just ECAD/MCAD) for hosting
software development, as well as, record keeping of employee training and
development.

From the financial aspect, the Cloud is more affordable and offers great value for
money.

By using the Oracle PLM Cloud, the on-premise requirements are minimized
massively. As everything is managed through a secure online data center, there are
significant cost savings on staff and hardware.

Oracle invests massive resources regularly to develop
and upgrade the Cloud. You can scale up or down
seamlessly to meet your business needs. This means
that you can free up your IT resources from managing
old servers, performing upgrades, maintaining backups,
bug fixes or typical maintenance. This allows IT to focus
on strategic initiatives, improve the business, and refine
the business processes by driving innovation.

Reduce Cost

Boost Productivity
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Moreover, the organization has the complete authority to provide
users with related information and a specific view. This ensures
better data security and quality. 

With Oracle PLM Cloud, you will have access to complete
information at your fingertips with built-in risk analysis features.
You can access manufacturing, service, inventory items, sales and
order management, purchasing, and much more just through a
few clicks. At any point, if anything changes, you don’t have to
make those changes everywhere manually. Once you change your
content in one place, all your reports are immediately updated.

With recent disruptions, most people are working from home. The
way information is shared has changed; collaboration has
changed. Cloud makes collaboration and data sharing easier. With
a simple-to-use and easy-to-access consolidated system, the
business gets real-time updates.

Oracle's Product Management homepage interface leading to the
other PD module pages is shown above.
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After years of experience working with Oracle PLM Cloud, it seems that Agile PLM is not
coming up with any significant changes, and migrating to PLM Cloud would be an
effective decision. For the last three decades, Agile PLM has been an organization's On-
Premise tool, but with the introduction of Cloud PLM, the norm is on its course to change
as cloud provides a consolidated platform and added functionalities.

The maintenance of On-Premise Agile systems has always been complex because of the
infrastructure requirements. This increases the overhead cost that goes with it, whereas,
for Cloud PLM the requirements are less and simplified.

PLM Cloud brings you a step ahead in the process. It provides a favorable consolidated
place to store all the documents and is well-integrated with the manufacturing,
development and quality modules. Moreover, Cloud PLM helps organizations cope with
the fast-paced digital transformation to release their innovative products into the market
by enabling better collaboration across different departments.

Our Point of view on
Migration to Cloud vs
Staying on Agile PLM
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Here is the comparison between Agile and Cloud applications.

Faster new installs for Cloud ensure smoother future operations.
With increased ROI & decreased time to market, Cloud makes it
possible to move into a new and updated environment at a similar
cost.  These major differences in the applications show how
Oracle PLM Cloud is a much better choice for businesses to
compete in today’s world.
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Subclasses of Parts &
Documents

Cloud has unlimited levels, ensuring a more
streamlined hierarchy.

Agile consists of three levels: the
Base Class, Class and Subclass.

Oracle Cloud PLM Agile PLM

Shortcuts to Basic Pages

Cloud provides shortcuts to Attachments, AML,
Changes and Quality, but a separate pop-up
window opens up, allowing direct access to the
referenced page upon clicking.

Agile provides such shortcuts to
Attachments, AML, Changes and
Quality but clicking on one of these
points will open up the referenced
item and close the current one.

Change Order Subclasses
Cloud also provides unlimited change order
subclasses, but each subclass has a single
workflow.

Agile allows unlimited change order
subclasses, each subclass having
one or more associated workflows.

Task Tabs
Cloud has a tasks tab for identifying individual
tasks related to each status of the workflow or
the overall change. 

No, it does not have a tasks tab.



KEY TAKEAWAYS

In short, Oracle PLM Cloud is the solution of the future because:

Oracle PLM Cloud automatically upgrades each quarter, which means rapid improvements,
bug fixes, and new functionalities. Next, the data is secure, and the interface is extremely
user-friendly. Lastly, it is accessible everywhere, which ensures all employees are connected
and up to date.

You can cut down all your hardware expenses and let your IT experts get innovative by
shifting to Oracle PLM Cloud. Complete automation ensures automatic updates and up-
scaling with just a few clicks.

Boost your business value by enhanced collaboration and integration of different
departments, using specified BOMs, and employing training records.

Moving from Agile PLM to PLM Cloud will be a beneficial choice for an organization to make
for the business.  PLM Cloud cuts the overall expenses and provides a much more enhanced
experience of PLM, simplifying the overall product development process.
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What is Oracle PLM Cloud? 

Oracle PLM Cloud starts by helping companies select the right product ideas out of
several initial ones.  Design and engineering teams can work on product design &
development and collaborate with the rest of the supply chain on the same system. Once
the product is in manufacturing or usage, Oracle Quality Cloud helps manage quality
issues throughout its lifecycle. Learn more.

FAQs??

Modern UI with strong graphics and view
Extensible 
The system can be customized to suit your organization’s specific needs
The embedded socialization function allows you to hold conversations and
communicate through the system
Object Workflows apply business rules to validating data/removing errors
Cross-discipline multi-tasking with all teams working through a single system
Real-time dashboards & analytics

Why is Oracle PLM Cloud better?

Moving to the Cloud further enhances the basic functions of PLM through better
information and more robust integration. Key advantages include: 

How do I move from on-premise to the Cloud? 

GoSaaS has a proven methodology to migrate customers from the legacy on-premises to
the cloud. The customers information is categorized into two configurations and data,
after which it is migrated to the Oracle PLM Cloud using the GoSaaS Migrator. Learn more.
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Product Life Cycle Management (PLM)
Internet of Things (IoT) 
Supply Chain Management solutions.
CAD Integration -  MCAD and ECAD (point integration and CAD Vault)
Environmental, Regulatory and Safety Compliance
ERP Integration

Headquartered in the US, GoSaaS is a certified Oracle PLM Cloud and Agile PLM Partner.
We have worked with more than 250 customers across both platforms. GoSaaS enables
high-tech manufacturing, life sciences and CPG companies to create value for their
stakeholders.

Our intelligent technologies and consulting portfolio encompasses:

Why Us?

Contact Us:

GoSaaS is the top Oracle partner, specializing in on-premise to Cloud migration, 
 implementation, training and value-added apps development and integration
services. Our team has deep technical expertise in Oracle PaaS and IaaS.
 We have a talented team of 65+ Oracle PLM Cloud experts.
Customer Success is our top most priority, and that is what makes us one of the
best implementation partners.

1.

2.
3.
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